DO YOU BELIEVE THAT ANYTHING IS
POSSIBLE?

Amalie believes that anything is possible. She always
got told that things were not possible, but now she has
spoked for more than 5000 people, coached more
than 400 people and start her own company. Now she
has a mission to help people and organisations to put
their talents in to play in order to make sure that
people are using their full potential so we can create
the highest amount of results and value for ourselves
and our company.

COACHING

Amalie Folkenberg

Founder of www.amaliefolkenberg.dk
Professional Keynote Speaker, Life and Business Coach.
During the past year, Amalie has inspired more than
5,000 people with her lectures and coached more than
400 people. She has 10 years experience within sales
and are passionated about helping people realise their
dreams and put their talent in to play.

I am certificated ACTP Life and Business Coach at
Sofia Manning. I have coached people 1 to 1 and in
teams. I have been coaching different people including
students, employees, leaders, CEOs, companies, and
start-ups. I focus on possibilities and with my
innovative and positive mindset together with my
empathy and my professionals tools, I can help you
focus on possibilities instead of obstacles, so you can
go after the things that you dream of and want to
achieve.

SPEAKER

Amalie have spoked for more than 5000 people. She
speaks about ‘’Anything is possible’’, ‘’Take control over
your communication and your own brand’’, ‘’How to
pitch yourself’’, ‘’Realise your dream’’, ‘’Motivation and
potential’’, ‘’Take control over your mindset’’, ‘’How to
use your talent’’ and many more. She inspires and
motivates with her positive energy and mindset saying
that everything is possible.

”

”If you believe in yourself
anything is possible.”

WHAT ARE YOUR 10 TOP TALENTS?

4 out of 5 people are not aware of what their talents
are. Play Your Talent covers your company's talents
and potentials in just 12 minutes. It is a lightweight
strategic tool that is easy to implement. If you want to
create plus on the bottom line and put job satisfaction,
motivation, and good energy at the top of the agenda,
then Play Your Talent is the right tool for you.

YOU CAN READ MORE AT
www.amaliefolkenberg.dk

